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Quantitative self-calibrating lock-in carrierography (LIC) imaging of crystalline silicon wafers is
introduced using an InGaAs camera and a spread super-bandgap illumination laser beam. Images at
several modulation frequencies and a simplified model based on photocarrier radiometric theory
are used to construct the effective carrier lifetime image from the phase-frequency dependence. The
phase image data at several frequencies and at selected locations on a wafer were compared to
frequency scans obtained with a single-element InGaAs detector, and good agreement was found.
The quantitative LIC lifetime imaging capability demonstrated in this work is self-calibrating and
C 2012
eliminates the requirement for calibration in conventional photoluminescence imaging. V
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4772207]
Photoluminescence (PL) has been demonstrated to be a
versatile technique for nondestructive, noncontact all-optical
diagnostics of silicon wafers and solar cells.1–5 Camerabased imaging, compared to point-by-point laser scan imaging, is a fast method for spatially resolved characterization,
thus having excellent industrial application prospects for inline non-destructive testing (NDT).6 Steady-state PL imaging
critically depends on the accuracy of the applied calibration
procedure, and lateral inhomogeneities in the optical properties of a sample have significant influence on imaging
results. Furthermore, dc PL cannot monitor the optoelectronic carrier kinetics of surface and near-subsurface regions
due to its depth-integrating character through the signal dependence on the dc carrier diffusion length.
A dynamic mid-infrared lifetime mapping technique,
based on the analysis of the time dependence of the transient
infrared emission induced by the illumination source, was
reported recently.7,8 This technique does not need intensity
calibration, however, limitations are associated with reduced
spatial resolution due to internal optical reflections and
reduced measurement accuracy due to small signal amplitude. Mid-IR HgCdTe (MCT) cameras, which detect thermal
electromagnetic radiation in the spectral region above 4 lm,
were used in these and prior dynamic measurements.7–11
However, silicon radiative recombination measurements
become complicated due to emission domination by nonradiative (thermal) photons and lattice absorption effects.12
Laser-induced infrared photocarrier radiometry (PCR) is
a form of dynamic near-infrared modulated PL, spectrally
gated to filter out the thermal infrared nonradiative component and retain only the radiative emission spectrum from
de-exciting free photocarriers.12 Frequency-scanned PCR
has proven to be an effective non-contact quantitative methodology for the measurement of transport properties in semiconductors.13–15 In an imaging extension of single-element
InGaAs detector PCR, Melnikov et al.16 introduced lock-in
carrierography (LIC) as a dynamic near-IR InGaAs camerabased photocarrier radiometric imaging method of solar cells
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using harmonic laser power modulation. The use of a nearIR camera and optical gating filters totally eliminates thermal IR contributions, thereby enhancing contrast due to
localized radiative emission efficiency variations over the
surface of a solar cell. Quantitative transport parameter
measurements using auxiliary PCR frequency scans were
performed,4 and LIC images have been shown to correspond
to microwave photoconductivity-derived lifetime images;17
however, the combined sequential PCR-LIC process is too
slow for in-line inspection purposes using single frequency
LIC. Herlufsen et al.18 have implemented a dynamic PL
imaging also using an InGaAs camera and lock-in detection
based on photocarrier transients. This is a calibration-free
method, however, it requires internal calibration between
regions of strong and weak PL signals to achieve quantitative
PL lifetime measurements.
In this letter LIC is further developed into a quantitative effective lifetime imaging methodology of Si wafers
by combining aspects of rapid PCR frequency scanning
with camera lock-in imaging. Optical illumination in the
experimental imaging system was performed with two fiber
coupled 9 -W 808-nm infrared diode lasers. The laser
beams were spread and homogenized by microlens arrays
forming a 10  10 cm2 square illumination area with intensity variations <5% across that area. A high-speed near-IR
InGaAs camera (SU320KTSW-1.7RT/RS170 from Goodrich Sensors Unlimited; 320  256 pixel active elements)
was used with spectral bandwidth 0.9–1.7 lm, frame rate
119.6 fps for full window size, and full-frame exposure
times ranging from 0.13 ms to 16.6 ms. To acquire high signal-to-noise-ratio lock-in in-phase and quadrature images, a
16 undersampling lock-in method was applied to the output image frames. The exposure time of the camera was
chosen to be 0.52 ms, so the modulation frequency of the
laser could reach 400 Hz. A data acquisition module USB
6259 from National Instruments was used to generate a
square waveform for laser current modulation, as well as to
trigger frame acquisition signals in the camera. The camera
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images were read by the computer using a PCI-1427 frame
grabber from National Instruments to produce computergenerated amplitude and phase images. A schematic of the
setup can be found elsewhere.16,19 All measurements were
made at room temperature in the dark.
The sample under investigation was a p-type crystalline
silicon wafer with thickness 520 lm. A small area of the
backside surface of the wafer was mechanically damaged
through gentle rubbing with fine sandpaper. Figure 1 shows
the LIC amplitude and phase images obtained at 300 Hz modulation frequency. The overall measurement and data acquisition time was ca. 3 min, corresponding to 100 averages. There
is substantial contrast in both amplitude and phase images of
Fig. 1 with the damaged area located at the bottom center.
The physical origin of the contrast in the carrierographic
images is related to variations in modulated photocarrierwave density.16 Qualitative comparison between amplitude
and phase images shows the expected correspondence: large
amplitude is due to high photocarrier density, i.e., long local
effective carrier recombination lifetime and thus large phase
lag. Owing to the variable reflectance dependence on location
across industrial Si wafers which is incorporated in the carrierographic amplitude, but not in the phase, only phase
images were considered for quantitative analysis. Furthermore, PCR and carrierographic amplitude depends supralinearly on laser intensity,20 whereas the lock-in phase has a
Fourier coefficient at the fundamental frequency f ¼ x = 2p.
The mechanical damage on the back side has led to significant reduction in effective carrier recombination lifetime and
an increase in back surface recombination velocity (SRV).
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Although the optical absorption depth at the excitation wavelength is very short (a few micrometers), the image clearly
reveals the damaged area 500 lm deep through the backsurface recombination of the photo-excited free-carrier
density wave. The nonradiative recombination centers at the
bottom of the images in Fig. 1 generated contrast due to compromised radiative recombination and low free-carrier density. The mechanical damage in that area led to decreasing
amplitude (amplitude contrast) with smaller phase lag (phase
contrast).
PCR frequency scans are known to yield information
about four optoelectronic transport properties of semiconductor materials and devices: bulk recombination lifetime,
front and back SRVs, and ambipolar diffusivity.12 These parameters ultimately control the contrast in lock-in carrierography, depending on the modulation frequency.16 To ensure
proper quantitative functionality of the LIC system, PCR frequency scans with a single-element InGaAs detector Thorlabs model PDA400 with a built-in preamplifier and a noise
equivalent power figure of 2.9 – 8.2  1012 W Hz1/2 were
also carried out. For comparison of our camera results with
the single-element detector, PCR frequency scans were also
performed from 10 to 400 Hz. Figure 2 demonstrates the
excellent agreement of phase-frequency dependence between
the InGaAs camera and single-element detector measurements, which is convincing evidence that quantitatively
accurate lifetime images were possible with our camerabased system. Three characteristic locations on the wafer
were investigated: Point A at the central intact part and
points B and C, located in areas with different degrees of
damage.
The linearized lock-in PCR and carrierographic signals
from optoelectronic semiconductors, and Si in particular,
depend mainly on the free-carrier-wave density integral,12
ðL
SðxÞ ¼ Fðk1 ; k2 Þ DNðz; xÞdz:
(1)
0

This consists of contributions from radiative recombination
in the bulk and at the surface, whereas enhanced nonradiative recombination at, and decreased radiative emissions

FIG. 1. LIC amplitude and phase images of a Si wafer with mechanical
back-side damage. Points A-C were selected for full PCR frequency scans.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the phase-frequency dependence between camera and
single-element InGaAs detector. The modulation frequencies of the camerabased measurement were chosen to be 10 Hz, 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 300 Hz,
and 400 Hz.
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from, the damaged back surface create imaging contrast, provided the frequency is low enough for the modulus of the ac
carrier diffusion length,
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D sb
L ðx Þ ¼
;
(2)
1 þ ixsb
to be larger than, or on the order of, the wafer thickness, L.
In Eq. (1), F is a function of the spectral bandwidth (k1, k2)
of the detector; DN(z,x) is the optically generated excess
free-carrier-wave density at modulation angular frequency x
and at depth z. In Eq. (2), D* is the ambipolar carrier diffusivity and sb is the bulk lifetime.
In principle, the four transport parameters can be obtained
through a typical lock-in amplifier 10 Hz–100 kHz phasefrequency dependence.12 However, due to camera exposure
time limitations (exposure time should not be longer than a
quarter of the modulation period), the maximum frequency of
the camera-based measurements was 400 Hz, too low for the
determination of all the transport parameters. Given the primary sensitivity of PCR frequency dependence to bulk recombination lifetime and SRV, and the practical need to speed up
the quantitative imaging computational process, the phasefrequency curves in Fig. 2 were best-fitted to a simplified version of the integrated diffuse carrier-wave density DN(z,x)
model12 replaced by a rate equation model,15,16
SðxÞ ¼

se K
;
1 þ ixse

(3)

where K is a material-property-dependent constant and se is
the effective lifetime which is a combination of the bulk and
surface lifetimes,21


1
1 1
se ¼
þ
:
(4)
sb ss
Here ss is the surface lifetime, a function of the SRVs. The
phase of the simplified model has the form,
uðxÞ ¼ tan1 ðxse Þ:

(5)

With the phase-frequency dependence of all pixels in the
carrierographic image fitted to Eq. (5), the effective carrier
lifetime map was obtained and is shown in Fig. 3.
The lifetime map in Fig. 3 shows similar features to the
amplitude and phase images of Fig. 1.3 It should be mentioned, that the central region of the wafer shows the highest
lifetime values which decrease closer to the rim, which is
typical for crystalline Si wafers. In principle, one can obtain
a quantitative lifetime map directly from the phase image at
a fixed frequency. However, there may be instrumental phase
offset issues which prevent the self-calibration of the technique. Figure 3 is more accurate because it is extracted from
six phase images at different frequencies including the
xse > 1 range which is sensitive to bulk and surface recombination rates.1 Lifetime measurement accuracy was estimated by comparing the camera results with the singleelement detector. Lifetime values at Points A-C, extracted
from the camera phase-frequency dependencies shown in
Fig. 2, are 303 ls, 238 ls, and 192 ls, respectively; those

FIG. 3. Lifetime map calculated from the phase-frequency dependence of
six carrierographic images.

extracted from the single detector phase-frequency dependencies are 312 ls, 244 ls, and 189 ls, respectively. The relative error is within 3%. Furthermore, lifetime measurement
“precision” is determined by the size of the standard deviations in the frequency response curve of the image. The
absolute phase standard deviation is less than 0.08 , which is
indistinguishable from the size of the symbols used as data
points in Fig. 2 (the PCR system is very stable in the range
from 10 to 400 Hz). Based on these facts, the range of lifetime values measured for each point A-C has uncertainty of
0.14%. This amounts to only 1 ls of the absolute values of
the lifetimes calculated for these points. Therefore, the fitting
procedure to Eq. (5) can offset measurement errors and yield
high LIC self-consistency, self-calibration, and stand-alone
reliability.
In conclusion, in this paper LIC has been developed into
a quantitative effective lifetime imaging technique, verified
through comparing the phase-frequency dependence to conventional PCR single-element InGaAs detector results. Using
LIC phase image frequency scans from 10 Hz–400 Hz, effective lifetime maps can be obtained. Although the LIC phase
channel yields absolute quantitative lifetime images, for the
unique determination of all four transport parameters access
to higher frequency images is required. Additional advantages
associated with high-frequency imaging at f  (2pse)1 are:
(a) the short ac diffusion length which is the key to high
spatial and axial resolution of LIC images, consistent with
Eq. (3); and (b) the ability to resolve the SRVs and the ambipolar diffusivity. Resolving these parameters will enable LIC
to reconstruct quantitative images of all four transport properties in Si wafers in a self-calibrated manner.
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